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CSU STANISLAUS  UBAC RECOMMENDATIONS 2015-2016 

 
Introduction 

The University Budget Advisory Committee (UBAC) began its work in late fall and spent the 

spring semester reviewing extensive university budget data provided by the Business and 

Finance Budget Office.  These reviews focused on the current and prior year financials, the 

Governor’s January proposed budget for 2015/16, multiyear employee statistics, budgetary 

exposure related to Proposition 30, presentations from the President and Vice Presidents, and 

information received during the open forums.  The Vice Presidents addressed topics and issues 

related to their respective divisions, including potential impacts to services and programs 

critical to student success.  The committee requested them to address six major themes in their 

presentations: 

 Strategies for adjusting to funding changes relative to the sunset of Proposition 30, 

 Temporary funding for positions within the Division and the status of the funding (e.g., 

grants [CEGE, PACE, TRIO], Clearwire funding, campus one-time funds), 

 Impacts of limited enrollment targets and implementation of union contracts and salary 

adjustments, 

 Status of the Academic Advising Task Force Report, 

 Priorities relative to the University’s Strategic Plan, and 

 Strategies for increasing alternative sources of funds. 

Two campus open forums were held during the spring semester.  The first forum was designed 

to inform the campus on the status of the budget while the second was structured to solicit 

input from the campus community.  The open forums were modestly attended and for the 

second forum, only one presentation slot was requested (for a presentation on the PACE 

program). 

Consistent with past practice, all UBAC presentation materials--meeting videos, transcripts and 

documents reviewed by the committee--have been posted to the website on a timely basis for 

the campus community to review.  The website has been announced at each of the forums and 

in campus announcements regarding UBAC meetings and forums. 

UBAC was aware of the work of the Committee to Implement and Prioritize the Strategic Plan 

(CIPSP), which spent the year developing recommendations to send to the president regarding 

key strategic priorities in the coming two years.  Though CIPSP’s recommendations were not 

finalized prior to the completion of this report, once strategic priorities are established, UBAC is 

prepared to factor them into its future processes and recommendations. 

Context Guiding 2014/15 UBAC Deliberations 

Review of the 2014/15 year budget allocations indicated a $3.14 million increase to the campus 

base budget.  The budget had been reduced at the system level by some $600,000 to address 

anticipated contract provisions.  This shortfall relative to our anticipated budget allocation grew 
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to $750,000 after contract provisions for staff and faculty salary increases were processed.  As a 

result, growth in funding to the campus was very limited.  The committee discussed the 

Governor’s January budget announcement, which  projected an increase of $119.6 million to 

the CSU ($94 million below the California State University request) and the Chancellor’s Office 

projection of minimal enrollment growth of 1% in 2015-16 (representing approximately 70 FTES 

for our campus), with no projected tuition increase for students.  The Governor’s May Revise 

State Budget has increased this projected allocation by $38 million, covering an additional 1500 

FTES for the CSU system.  However, the Governor has stated that these increases should pay for 

a two-percent increase in employee compensation, increased costs of pensions and health 

benefits, a minor increase in enrollment, and an improvement in student success outcomes.  

The precise allocation in funds and FTE for CSU Stanislaus in the 2015-16 CSU budget is still to 

be determined, but the outlook does not favor campuses of our size.  Smaller CSU campuses, 

including our own, continue to lobby the Chancellor’s Office to adjust its historical formulas to 

allow stronger FTE growth at campuses with sufficient capacity and growing student demand.  

This is especially important for underserved regions of the state like the Central Valley.  Our 

region’s high schools are projected to produce many more graduates over the next decade 

while our region simultaneously lags significantly behind the rest of the state in its percentages 

of college-educated citizens.  These realities will cause the restrictive nature of the campus’ 

current enrollment growth cap to become an even more pressing issue for the community.  We 

encourage strong efforts to press these concerns with those who might help promote a more 

favorable outcome that increases our enrollment cap commensurate with the enrollment 

demand generated by student admissions.  

The committee discussed funding implications related to the sunset provision in Proposition 30.  

It was recognized that Proposition 30 funding has been essential to stemming our recent 

budget hemorrhage, however many campus functions retained on the basis of this funding, as 

essential as they may be, are embedded in a structural deficit the campus might suddenly need 

to address if Proposition 30 funding is not replaced in the CSU budget (roughly $6 million for 

our campus).  This exposure led the committee to take a slightly longer-term view of campus 

budgeting priorities; discussions focused on the use of contingent (non-base) funding sources 

to sustain significant campus operations and how we can maintain support for important 

campus programs addressing student success.  The Governor and the Legislature have 

remained fairly quiet regarding any plans they might have for extending or replacing 

Proposition 30 funding.  The Governor supports only marginal growth for the CSU budget in the 

coming years, projecting that the CSU’s current allocation would receive a “4% increase in 

future years.”  This uncertainty has complicated the committee’s evaluation of our campus 

structural deficit (critical on-going operational costs not funded by our base allocation of state 

revenue and student fees). 
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The evidence available to the committee suggests the campus should expect only marginal 

growth in our budget and enrollment cap for the 2015/16 fiscal year. This judgment comes 

after less than robust growth in our 2014/15 budget and enrollment cap and in the face of 

concerns over the imminent sunset of Proposition 30.  Consequently, UBAC conversations have 

focused this year on the status of UBAC’s 2014/15 recommendations (see below).  The 

committee has focused on the recommendations now being addressed, the kinds of funding 

used to address them, and the status of recommendations not addressed by current 

allocations.  The committee focused on the distinction between allocations of permanent base 

funding as opposed to allocations involving projected “on-going” funding (which come from 

sources that are renewable but not certain) and one-time funding (which are akin to “savings”).  

It became evident to the committee that focusing attention on new priorities with so little 

opportunity for new funding would be less productive than focusing on the implications of 

funding ongoing priorities with one-time sources of funds (e.g., grants, salary-savings, short-

term cost savings, UEE reserves, non-resident fees, special one-time allocations, one-time 

allocation of base reserves, etc.).  To the extent that critical functions and ongoing operations 

of the University are funded from on-going or one-time sources of revenue, the committee 

recommends moving these critical functions and operations to more permanent sources of 

funding where practicable. 

2014/15 UBAC Recommendations and Outcomes 

The 2014/15 UBAC recommendations were categorized using seven major themes: 

Instructional Support, Risk Management and Compliance, Student Success, Workload, 

Operations and Maintenance, Outreach, and Reserves.  In the UBAC Recommendations 

document, priorities from each of the Vice Presidents were identified and prioritized within 

each category. The committee used three funding tiers to prioritize our recommendations to 

the president.  Three tables in Appendix 1 summarize the requests submitted by the Vice 

Presidents from each division, sorted by the tier they were assigned in UBAC’s 

recommendation, and identifying those recommendations that received an allocation from the 

president. 

Within the top tier of Instructional Support, UBAC included a recommendation to increase 

support for tenure-track and other instructional faculty.  Six Stockton-based, tenure-track 

faculty positions received funding. While the committee’s recommendation to fund a dean 

position to oversee ORSP and Graduate Programs was not approved, the president’s response 

encouraged more careful review of this proposal under the guidance of the provost.  

The Tier One priorities covering Risk Management & Compliance resulted in base funding for 

1.5 FTE Public Safety Officers and 1 FTE for a Compliance and Labor Relations position.  An 

Assistant Dean of Students position was approved with one-time funding drawn primarily from 

non-resident fee revenue. 
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Tier One priorities under Student Success included funding recommendations that were 

granted for Psychological Counselors (1.5 FTE from base plus .8 FTE from ongoing funds), one-

time funding to increase partnerships to improve the readiness of entering students, and 

funding to strengthen academic and career counseling.  Funding for an Administrative Support 

Assistant II dedicated specifically to the implementation of Degree Audit did not materialize. 

Workload priorities resulted in base funding to hire 2 FTEs in staff support for Academic Affairs, 

3.3 FTEs to cover an increase in Department Chair release time, and a Custodial Supervisor in 

Facilities Services.  In addition, Student Affairs was allocated non-resident fee revenue to hire a 

full-time Budget Analyst. 

The Operations & Maintenance priorities resulted in a non-resident fee revenue allocation to 

Faculty Affairs and Human Resources to hire one FTE in staffing for temporary employment 

services.  In addition, onetime funding was allocated to Facilities Services for modernizing and 

maintaining technology, to University Police for communication and other equipment, and to 

Academic Affairs for operations and equipment. 

The Tier One priority under the Outreach category resulted in an allocation of non-resident fee 

revenue to fund a Director of College and Athletic Development in University Advancement. 

The UBAC recommendation regarding base Reserves indicated the campus should work with 

the goal of reaching an unallocated base budget reserve line item equal to 3% of the annual 

base budget.  In 2013-14 the base budget unallocated reserve represented 2.64% of the base.  

Consistent with UBAC’s recommendation, the base budget for unallocated reserve was 

increased to 2.89% of the total campus base budget in 2014-15 (though this reserve was later 

reduced to 2.73% to address the shortfall in base funding designated for the salary increases 

resulting from the bargaining contracts approved in November 2014).  

Total campus allocations included increases of $4.93 million dollars, $3.14 million from the 

base-funding increase, $830,600 from on-going non-resident fees, $23,300 from Intent to Enroll 

excess fee revenue, $543,425 from Extended Education one-time funding reserves and 

$399,063 from a special one-time allocation to improve academic programs delivery at the 

Stockton Center.  The details of the allocations can be found in the California State University, 

Stanislaus, Campus Operating Budget Allocations 2014-15 FY on Table 2 “All Division 2014/15 

FY Base & On-Going Budget Allocations”.  

The 2014/15 UBAC Recommendations document recognizes that there were far more 

priorities/requests than the estimated budget increase could be expected to fund.  The shortfall 

resulting from labor contract changes in anticipated base and the large number of requested 

priorities dictated that some critical needs would be paid for from one-time funds and other 

significant needs would remain unfunded.  The committee remains committed to the 

recommendations provided in last year’s report and remains concerned about the status of 
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priorities recommended for base funding that are currently paid for from more contingent 

sources as well as those that remain unfunded.  Campus leaders are urged to consider these 

priorities carefully when reviewing requests for new allocations of base or ongoing funding over 

the next few years. 

2015/16 UBAC Recommendations 

Instruction and Schedule Delivery  

UBAC recognizes that instruction is the primary function of the University; therefore, the top 

priority for the campus should be funding high quality instruction and providing an efficient 

schedule that addresses program priorities and enrollment demand.  UBAC recognizes the 

importance of tenure-track faculty lines critical to the delivery of academic programs and 

understands that delays in replacing vacated positions may become a necessary precaution 

until long-term solutions are made to replace Proposition 30 funding.  Given the randomness of 

vacancies that occur, however, such decisions may negatively impact student/faculty ratios and 

temporarily reduce the percentage of tenure track faculty in some disciplines. Furthermore, 

because of the difficulty in finding well-qualified part-time faculty in some disciplines, the 

number of course section critical to program delivery and student progress in those majors may 

be reduced, thereby reducing graduation rates in those programs.  UBAC recommends that 

decisions to delay replacing tenure-track positions vacated by resignation or retirement should 

include careful planning to stabilize and improve student/faculty ratios and increase the 

percentage of faculty (FTEF) in tenure track positions.  Because the decisions to hold off filling 

vacant faculty or staff positions generate salary savings, a significant proportion of the salary 

savings should be retained in the Colleges to enable deans and department chairs to determine 

how best to meet the needs of their students and programs.  

The University does not currently cover part-time faculty allocations with base budget funding, 

despite the long-standing practice of hiring numerous part-time faculty (92.4 FTEF in 2014) 

teaching many sections each semester. The current practice of hiring part-time faculty is not 

based on budget allocations, but on covering the needs of our schedule.  In 2014-15, $925,700 

in ongoing-one-time funds were allocated from the campus base budget reserve, on the basis 

of a formula tied to recent FTES growth (reflecting 362 FTES and supporting 12.1 FTEF).  This 

reliance on using base reserves to cover an ongoing core expense resulting from the delivery of 

our schedule helps to generate FTES and address student demand for classes, but also 

contributes to our structural deficit.  UBAC recommends that a budget line be established for 

part-time faculty allocations tied to the delivery of core, recurring needs in our schedule that 

are typically covered by part-time faculty. The amount should be determined on the basis of an 

established pattern of scheduling courses typically assigned to part-time faculty.  We have 

recommended that the University aim to fund tenure-track positions at a rate reflecting 75% of 

our total FTEF. We further recommend that base funding for part-time faculty be established 
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with the goal of providing base funding for part-time appointments at the proportional rate of 

15% of our overall faculty FTEF.   

Reserves 

The campus currently holds reserves that have been generated from various sources.  One of 

these reserves is a base-budget line item in the annual permanent base budget that reflects 

funding not initially allocated to any division or any specific purpose and other reserves are 

one-time amounts generated from prior year carry-forward savings.  This line item in the base 

budget has allowed for an annual replenishment of resources that can later be apportioned for 

one-time needs, as well as providing a hedge against possible base-budget reductions when 

Proposition 30 sunsets.  Most importantly, campus reserves allow decision makers a margin to 

respond to budget reductions and unanticipated emergencies without immediately disrupting 

planned operations.  At the close of 2013/14, available budget balances for roll-over were 

divided: 60% went to reserves and 40% went to the Vice Presidents whose divisions generated 

the savings.  The amount held at the University level was then used to fund specific line items 

as reported in the California State University, Stanislaus, Campus Operating Budget Allocations 

2014-15 FY on Table 3 “General Operating Fund One-Time Allocations All Divisions”.  
 

UBAC continues to support the goal of reaching a 3% annual base budget reserve (and for the 

time being recommends sustaining our current level of reserves), as well as continuing the 

recent practice of distributing year-end balances between reserves (60%) and division budgets 

controlled by the Vice Presidents (40%).  This practice allows the University to replenish 

available campus cash reserves while providing incentives to divisions who are prudent in year-

end spending practices. 

Structural Deficit 

During fiscal 2014/15, budget allocations included high-priority positions and operations 

budgeted from one-time funding sources distinct from our base general fund.  Some of the one-

time funding sources outside of the state general fund allocation have proven to be stable and 

hence fairly secure and reliable.  UBAC’s review of the budget indicates careful consideration 

has focused on identifying reliable ongoing funding to cover the majority of long-term 

commitments.  Continuing efforts should attempt to shift permanent personnel still supported 

through one-time funding sources to permanent base funding or relatively secure ongoing 

funding. 

In addition, any decision to address vacated positions should be based on mission-critical needs 

alongside an ongoing assessment of the CSU budget situation and its impact on our ability to 

address campus priorities.  Careful consideration to the long-term critical needs of departments 

should be conducted across all divisions to help adjust for the random manner in which 

vacancies typically occur.  UBAC recommends that base-funded vacancies be reviewed 

carefully, with salary savings from these vacancies allocated to either the Colleges or divisions’ 
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leaders that can evaluate and address their priority needs at the “local” level.  The committee 

recognizes there may be compelling reasons to defer authorizing base-funded hiring to replace 

vacated positions at the department or college level.  The committee’s view is that replacement 

of critical positions should not be delayed without sound reasons and replacement of 

permanent positions should not be delayed more than one year unless there are mission-

critical needs that require temporary re-allocations of base budget.   

Student Success Initiatives 

UBAC recognizes the importance of student success initiatives.  These initiatives will become 

increasingly important to the University, as evidenced by the CSU’s Graduation Initiative (with 

specific goals to be achieved by 2025), the Governor’s May Revised Budget (with emphasis on 

increasing graduation rates and decreasing time to graduation), campus presentations from the 

Vice Presidents (regarding student retention and graduation), and reports detailing the benefits 

of student success initiatives (ranging from grant-funded initiatives on campus to broader 

discussions dominating higher education).  Successful practices developed on the basis of grant 

support should be given priority for base or reliable ongoing funding by the time grant funding 

is exhausted, especially in those instances where an institutional commitment was made up 

front to sustain successful practices at the conclusion of a grant (e.g., CEGE and PACE).  If these 

initiatives have proven successful in supporting persistence rates and reducing time to degree, 

they should be given strong consideration for ongoing funding.  In general, the committee 

recommends continuing efforts to identify longer-term funding for positions and services that 

have been especially effective at improving student success.  

Operating Expenses & Equipment and Deferred Maintenance 

Deferred Maintenance continues to be a critical campus need.  The typical definition of 

deferred maintenance includes building systems such as roofs, heating and air conditioning 

equipment, plumbing, building envelope, and interior finishes.  CSU campuses have been 

directed to pay closer attention to their physical plant and infrastructure.  The Governor has 

dedicated specific one-time funds within his budget for the CSU to address deferred 

maintenance within this defined category of expenses.  He has directed the CSU to focus on 

significantly reducing their backlog of deferred maintenance and to ensure that campuses have 

appropriately maintained facilities.  

During every cycle of budget reductions, our campus has focused on sustaining funding for 

instruction and personnel and has consequently reduced support for maintenance, operating 

expenses, and equipment critical to program delivery.  Over the course of several declining 

budget cycles the negative impact on maintenance and equipment replacement has left the 

campus with relatively little funding committed to either priority. Aging equipment continues to 

be a growing concern, especially where this equipment is critical to ongoing operations.  
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The campus needs to give high priority to addressing both deferred building maintenance and 

critically needed equipment replacement in support of our academic and functional priorities.  

On-going upgrades and replacement of infrastructure equipment, operational equipment, 

classroom upgrades, and instructional equipment all need to be addressed if we are to continue 

improving the student experience, and should continue to be a critical priority if the campus is 

to maintain its competitive edge. 

New/expanding funding sources 

During the course of UBAC deliberations, the division Vice Presidents discussed their continuing 

efforts to grow non-state revenues.  These include efforts to expand non-resident student 

enrollments (especially international students), University Extended Education (self-support) 

delivery of academic programs, expanded facilities reservations, increased fundraising goals, 

and ongoing cost-saving and revenue-generating efforts in Auxiliary and Business Services.  

UBAC appreciates the contributions made in these areas, which provide significant 

supplementary funding for ongoing operational needs and program improvements. UBAC also 

recognizes at current levels, these funds are only marginally supplemental and are not currently 

sufficient to resolve critical budget issues facing the campus.  We encourage efforts to increase 

these funding sources and recommend that stewardship of the funds be directed to addressing 

priorities in a transparent and carefully planned manner. 

Summary Recommendations  

Due to the uncertainty of Proposition 30 funding, UBAC recommends a prudent approach to 

budgeting in the upcoming years, with an emphasis on protecting the academic mission of the 

University. The University needs to transition our exposed critical functions and operations, 

currently supported with one-time funds, to more permanent sources of funding as we 

continue working to eliminate our structural deficit.  The committee continues to support the 

long-term goal of increasing our base reserve to 3% of our base budget.  Additional 

recommendations include the following: 

 Vacated positions should be addressed in a prudent manner; colleges or divisions should 

retain a significant proportion of the salary savings until a replacement search is 

completed. Replacement of permanent positions should not be delayed more than one 

year unless mission-critical needs within or beyond the division require temporary 

redirection of these base resources. 

 Base funding should be allocated to address ongoing needs for part-time faculty, with 

the goal of providing base funding for part-time appointments at the proportional rate 

of 15% of our total FTEF.  The committee continues to support the goal of allocating 

base funding to secure tenure-track positions at a rate reflecting 75% of our total FTEF. 

 Rollover balances should continue to be apportioned 60% to base reserve and 40% to 

divisions generating the savings.  
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 Grant funded student success initiatives that are successful in supporting persistence 

rates and time to degree should be given strong consideration for ongoing funding 

support. 

 Deferred maintenance, operational equipment, classroom upgrades and instructional 

equipment should be addressed as critical priorities to prevent disruptions to critical 

campus infrastructure and help the University maintain its competitive edge.  

 Growing non-state revenue (especially through grants, non-resident fee revenue, and 

growing self-support programs) should remain a significant priority for the University. 
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Appendix 1 

 

Table 1 – Tier 1 Priorities 
UBAC 

Recommendation 2014/15 Allocation 

 
Division 

 
Description 

 
FTE  

Funding 
Type 

 
FTE 

Funding Type 

Advancement Base funding for existing Director 
of College & Athletic Dev. 

1 Base 1 Non-Resident 
One-Time 

Business & Finance Public Safety - 2 full-time Officer & 
2 part-time Officers 

3 Base 1.5 Base 

Business & Finance Facilities - Custodial Supervisor 1 Base 1 Base 

Business & Finance Public Safety - Communications & 
Other Equipment 

 One-Time  One-time 
Carry Forward 

Business & Finance Facilities - Modernizing & 
Maintaining Technology 

 One-Time  One-time  
Carry Forward 

Faculty Affairs & 
HR 

Campus Compliance & Labor 
Relations - Staff 

1 Base 1 Base 

Faculty Affairs & 
HR 

Staffing for Temporary 
Employment Services 

1 Base 1 Non-Resident 
One-Time 

Academic Affairs Chair Release Time  Base 3.3 Base 

Academic Affairs Additional Staff  Base 2 Base 

Academic Affairs Increased O&E Funding  Base  One-time  
Carry Forward  

Academic Affairs Faculty Positions  Base 6 Extended Ed & 
Stockton 
One-time 

Academic Affairs Dean for Graduate Programs & 
ORSP 

1 Base   

Athletics Additional Staff - Facilities Person 1 Base   

Student Affairs Budget Analyst 1 Base 1 Non-Resident 
One-Time 

Student Affairs Psychological Counselors: 1 new, 
1 replace a FERP & 1 part-time 

2.5 Base 1.5 
 

1.5 Base 
 

    .8 .8 One-time 
On-going 
Reserves 

Student Affairs Assistant Dean of Students 1 Base 1 Non-Resident 
One-Time 

Student Affairs ASA II staff for Degree Audit 
support 

1 Base   

Student Affairs Strengthen Academic Advising: 
additional advisor 

1 One-Time  One-Time 
Carry Forward 

Student Affairs Strengthen Academic Advising: 
Veterans Coordinator 

1 One-Time   

University Wide Increase partnerships to improve 
readiness of entering students 

 One-Time  One-time  
Carry Forward 

UBAC Increase reserves to 3% over next 
2 years 

   Base 
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Table 2 – Tier 2 Priorities UBAC 
Recommendation 2014/15 Allocation 

 
Division 

 
Description 

 
FTE  

Funding 
Type 

 
FTE 

Funding Type 

Business & Finance Public Safety - 1 FT Dispatcher 1 Base  Extended Ed 
Cost Recovery 

Business & Finance OIT - Benefits Charged to  General 
Fund 

 Base  Base 

Business & Finance Information Security Officer 
 

1 Base   

Business & Finance Media Production Specialist 1 Base   

Business & Finance Public Safety - Evening Student 
Security Officer 

1 One-time   

Business & Finance Facilities - Deferred Maintenance 
Projects 

 One-time  One-time 
Carry Forward 

Business & Finance OIT - Phone System Acquisition & 
Ongoing Maintenance 

 One-time  One-time 
Carry Forward 

Business & Finance OIT - Concur Travel  System 
Acquisition & Annual Maintenance 

 One-time  One-time 
Carry Forward 

Faculty Affairs & HR Campus Diversity  & Training 
Programs - Staff 

1 Base  One-time 
Carry Forward 

Athletics Additional Staff - Academic 
Compliance Person 

1 Base 1 Non-Resident 
One-time 

Athletics Additional Staff - Athletic Trainer 1 Base   

Student Affairs ASA II staff for the Registrar's 
office 

1 Base   

University Wide Improve audio technology in 
major venues for public events 

 Base  One-time 
Carry Forward 

 

 

Table 3 – Tier 3 Priorities UBAC 
Recommendation 2014/15 Allocation 

 
Division 

 
Description 

 
FTE  

Funding 
Type 

 
FTE 

Funding Type 

Business & Finance Business Services / Budget 
Accountant 

1 One-time  One-time 
On-going Reserves 

Faculty Affairs & HR Campus Health & Wellness - Staff 1 Base   

Athletics Hire Additional Staff - Sports 
Information Staff 

1 Base   

 


